
M y heart pounds when I see the savannah from the
plane. As I set foot on the dusty ground, all the
sounds pass though my body - the birdsongs,

hyenas whooping, zebras snorting. The open spaces, the
wilderness, the ancient tribes are all so magical that I can’t
imagine living without it. Africa is in my soul.

Nasri, the centenarian tribal elder, sets the
example for his village, and for his 61 children

VILLAGE OF
BARAKA

This is Africa… 
As I climb out of the Land Rover at our camping
spot, the thrill of teaching the Maasai is still
fresh. Here we are, setting up camp in the
Serengeti! No fences, no facilities or electricity.
Just my guides, Cosmas and Jeremiah from the
Baraka village, and the bush. I have never felt
so alive and filled with purpose.
The exploration and adventure of old school
gospel preaching in a battered 4x4 has all but
disappeared. But for me, it’s the sense of taking
the road less traveled, to explore tribes and
villages who have never heard the Truth. To
sleep under the stars, to cook on an open fire;
is to immerse oneself in remote Tanzania.
Jeremiah makes arrangements for us to meet
under a structure where the cattle feed. Following
much teaching from the Scriptures, we hire guta
moto taxis to transport the 87 believers to the
elephant water hole to be baptised into Christ.

 Praise God for His mighty Word!
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The only mode of transport to the elephant
watering hole is a guta moto taxi. The driver
takes multiple trips of happy singing villagers

Cosmas, Jeremiah
and Scott in Baraka

Excited believers
queue up at water hole

Neema, granddaughter of Nasri, follows his
lead; as do Anaa, Ndoye, Mariam and Esta
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THE WILD HEART OF AFRICA


